
December 30, 1977

Mr. Ronald W. Wilson
National Center for Health Statistics
H~alth Resrouces Administration
Hyattsville, Maryland 20782

Dear Ron,
By this time you undoubtedly RoWW how deeply I appreciate all your

help including your letter of December 16 and the accompanying
documents. I am sorry to bother you again at the very beginning of
1978 but I would me most grateful if you could let me kave a few
missing items to complete the tables ang graph (xerox copies
enclosed) that I am preparing for a manuscript that I shall have to
send off to the American Journal of Clinical Pathology prior to
January 14 when I shall leave for Panama, Chile and Brasil until
February 9. The information I need is as follows:

~qo-
1. Data on Mortality per million fEr July 1, 1976 to June 30, 1977

for diseases of the heart (ICDA 398, 402, 404, 410-419) and
separately for emphysema, chronic bronchitis and asthma (ICDA-
490-493). The ,enclosed copies of Table laand 6f the graph show
the precise place where these data will go.

2. The exact number of days of bed disability (not rounded off to
the nearest million, which I have) for pneumonia, influenza,
and upper respiratory for July 1, 1975 to June 30, 1976. The
place whEre these data are needed is indicated on the enclosed
Table 2.

3. Thwould appreciate it very much if you would double check the
data in Table 3 for the mortality rates and actual numbers for
influenza and pneumonia for the period of July 1, 1976 to
June 30, 1977. You gave me these figures over the telephone
and I am not sure whether the total number of fatal cases of
pneumonia is 47,841 as I have in the table of 48,708.
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4. I would also appreciate it ff you would double check the pneumonia
mortality rate for 1975-1976 as well as for 1974-1975 (see my
Table 3). The reason I am asking you to do this is that Gregg,
et al in their letter to the JAMA (copy of galley enclosed herewith)
indicate that the final NCHS data show 251 for 1974-1975 and
252 for 1975-1976. Incidentally, I had a long telephone conversation
with Gregg regarding his letter and I find the situation thoroughly
confusiog. For example, they said that their previous published
statement that excess mortality for all causes in 1974-1975 of
17,400 resulted from an error in calculation. They say that they
now find no excess mortality fmom all causes in 1974-1975 on
final calculation either on the l2l-city system or on the final
NCHS data. And yet, the Monthly Vital Statistics Report

I (Volume 24, No. 13, June 30, 1976) containing the annual summary
for the United States, 1975, shows in Table C on page 2 a higher
mortality from all causes for the months of January-Feburary, .1975
than during the same period of 1974. Does it mean that these
figures have been modified in the final statistics? I realize
that total mortality for the l2-month period was less in 1975
than in 1974 but the CDC calculates their excess mortality only
on the months of the peak incidence of influenza A. If possible l
I would also greatly appreciate receiving from you the total number l
of heart disease deaths for 1975-1976 as well as for 1976-1977. ~
In any case, I would appreciate it very much if you would be
kind enough to send me the Monthly Vital Statistics Report
containing the Annual Summary for the United States, 1976, and
also I would appreciate being put on the mailing list for
r?ceiving the Monthly Vital Statistics Reports.
I would also appreciate it very much if you could let me k~ow
whether the NCHW data for mortality from all causes for 197~7l976
is greater than for 1974-1975 and 1973-1974. In any case, t~e
influenza year of 1974-1975 is the first one that the C~ group
finds, contrary to their original report, completely wi~hout
excess mortality fmom all causes. The crux~ of the mat~~r centers
around whether or not their method of calculating of wha~ is
expected mortality for certain months using the old Serfl~ng
formula is still valid forthe 1970's, although it appears to
have functioned quite well in the early 1960's when it was .
first developed. (Su. a..l4.e "'4 ~~ ~ ltv- ~~) R..-....J. d'd"~~

~~I~'

5. I have several questions regarding your letter of December 16.
a) This lester made no mention of your report to me by telephoee

of the mortality rates and actual numbers of deaths for
pnfluenza and pneumonia during the period of July 1, 1976
to June 30, 1977. I would greatly appreciate it if you could
let me have aa a separate letter this information that you a

ga gave me over the phone as shown in the enclosed Table 3.
Incidentally, are these preliminary data or final data?
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b b) I did not understand the sentence which read: "The incidence
of bed disabling influenza is 30.9 per 100 persons (using
the HIS mid-year population of 211,361,000)." Since you
indicated in the first paragraph of your letter that the
mid-year populatiDn for calculating the other rates was
215,523,000 why did you use the 211,361,000 for calculating
the incidence of bed disabling influenza for 1976-19771

c) I was very much interested to note that there appearsto be
a contradiction in several of the questionnaries where a
notation was made that the patient had never seen a doctor
and yet the subsequent question asking specifically "What
did the doctor say it was? -- Oid he give it a medical
name?" ~he answer was flu (sample sheet enclosed herewith) •

Please excuse me for this ~ong letter. What I really need more
than anything prior to my departure on January 14 to permit me to
complete the tables is the information listed under mnand 2 above.
In view of the fact that the mail still takes so long, I would be
most grateful if you could telephone me as soon as you have been
(able to obtain the required informatiDn.

Many thanks and best wishes for the new year.

Sincerely,

Albert B. Sabin, M. D.

ABS/tak

j

Enclosures: 3 tables
1 graph
Copy of galley proof of Gregg letter
copies of sample questionnaires


